By Heather Hetheru,
SUN COLUMNIST

By James Ford
FOUNDER OF NATIONAL OBAMA WEEKEND
My good people this is
needed. Follow Detroit.
This is a weekend of optimism and is needed in all
cities.
The Obama Weekend
will present life skills for
children and an allchildren’s parade during
the first weekend in August. The event is sponsored by the Obama
Weekend Committee.
The event will take place at the Barack
Obama Academy, 10800 Canfield at Lemay

Detroit, Mich. 48214. Activities will include

By Calvin T. Mann
SUN COLUMNIST

dancing, karaoke,
vendors and guest
speakers.
There will be three
days of fun, but most
important children
will have a chance to
see skilled professionals of different occupations exhibit
different ways of
earning a living.
The Barack Obama
Academy is a great
school with a great administration, great
teachers, and a beautiful landscape. However, we can enhance this upcoming historic
event.
My progressive people if you have access
to grass cutting or hauling materials, we
could use some help in clearing a few vacant
lots around that area. Call me at (586) 9183061.
Let’s help the children. The Obama Weekend is in concordance with Neighborhoods
Day.
James Ford is the national founder of
Obama Weekend. Visit
ObamaDayAugust4.com, Facebook, YouTube
and Twitter. Email
Realgoodpresident44@gmail.com or call
(888)604-2294 or PH 586 918 3061.

schools went back to in-person learning, we
noticed a number of violent incidents hapBack in
pening in and around school that we moved
2016, EMIY
into high gear to make a positive impact on
(Encourage
the students. We offered them the EMIY NaMe I’m
tional Respect, April 6th. We began with the
Young) Inc.
mantra, “Respect Me, Respect You, Respect
decided to
We!” We went to school open to embracing
teach our
respect in their school climate and culture
mentees that building work. We encouraged sharing posireal respect
tive messages about respect, a method which
RACISM
is the begina student learns to show respect. They learn
ning of selfthat respecting yourself is the best and the
love. We needed them to be the ones teach- first place to start.
ing it to their peer in schools by example. We
Respect Me, builds self-respect. Self-relater sent each mentee into their school with spect leads to self-love and a higher level
a proposal and commitment to not only share self-reliance, creating better leaders. As
respect but be respectful. What happened
bonus, we typically live longer.
next proved to me how others really feel
Respect You, builds self-control. Selfabout boys. Each school rejected our mentcontrol at least gives others what I give myees proposal to be a peer leader by example
self. We deserve to have control of that very
and definition!
thing. I am going to respect you simply beHere is what’s true. The true definition is cause I respect myself, I know what it feels
“a feeling or deep admiration for someone or like and so I deliver it to you.
something elicited by their abilities, qualiRespect We, builds self-awareness. Selfties, or achievements.” It was clear from
awareness is when we recognize that where
the start that many of our mentees did not
there are two or more people, each deserve
know what respect really meant so we knew
and earn respect before any exchange octhat their peers may also underestimate the
curs. By demonstrating their value through
meaning of respect. It is here where we beyour actions, you gain a whole new perspecgin to share our story of change found in the
tive. We put the meaning and value in regift of respect. Respect is taught by parents
spect, even when others may disagree.
and it’s a simple thing. Children will mimic
Disagreement is okay, but done in a respectwhat they see. Throw in sowing the vision
ful manner, shows an understanding of re(of respect) in front of the children and
spect. In deep disagreement, you can walk
things get serious for many of us parents to
away without fighting, violence or more
swallow; especially when we act in a disreharmful images we see on nightly news.
spectful way toward others.
When we take the time to learn what reThe actual ignorance our children somespect looks like for real and use it in everytimes put on display is because we didn’t althing, we are present. Today, in 2022 they
ways teach them correct ways to be
call this behavior of disrespect, self-injury
respectful. We may have tossed in words
morbidity.
like: “so what”, “go to hell”, “I hate you”,
Join us on April 6 and throughout the
along with “…boy bye”, and “n-word”. In
month for our 5th Annual EMIY National Refact, we practice so much disrespect today
spect Day. Respect is a gift. As we encourthat its normalized and accepted by so many. age students and community, it is designed to
“Cursing (or cussing)” in the home is okay
empower others to stop hate/racism, vioand yet going to school is not. The statistics
lence, bullying, suicide, drug and substance
show during covid according to
abuse, and distracted driving. Our theme
www.unicef.org 463 million children went
this year is “Respect Family.” If you want to
missing during the virtual school day. Some
learn more join us on EMIYTV (YouTube) and/
missed due to the lack of internet access and or visit our website at www.emiyworld.com.
in the US. But others, at 85%, were povertyReach out to Calvin T. Mann, National Enstricken children and simply did not attend.
courager for speaking engagements, panels
At EMIY, we felt we needed to do someand mentoring at 313-638-3649 or via email
thing about it and we have a plan. Since
at info@emiyworld.com.

When
you hear
the words,
“Soul Food”
what comes
to mind? Is
it a menu of
food items,
like greens,
mac and
cheese, cornbread, fried chicken or fish,
black-eyed peas and banana pudding?
Does the movie, by the same name, starring many of the iconic African-American
actors and actresses come to mind? Or do
you look beyond these “traditions” to
seek something deeper? Do you believe
the phrase “you are what you eat?”
To begin this journey into “soul food”
we have to define what the “soul” is and
the deeper purpose of “food”. Here are
some words to consider for a better understanding of the word soul; a people;
psyche; person; energy; wave; time; vitality; bio-plasma; chakras; KI; vital
force; ego-self; self-other; social; individual; entity; mind (as in the popular expression "body-mind-spirit"); limbic
system, instincts, essence, and/or consciousness. I would like to focus on the
latter description called the “essence”
and/or “consciousness” of our being. This
is an important platform to build from
because it is the seat of our choices and
the receiver of our consequences and rewards. Here are some words to consider
for the word “food”; nourishment, bread,
meals, rations, supplies, material, substance and sustenance. I would like to
focus on the latter of this description and
use substance and sustenance because it
is the provision of fuel that allows us the
continuity of our choices.
“Soul Food”, according to my refining,
therefore refers to the essence or consciousness of our being that is fed by substance and the sustenance of our choices.
Simply, the soul is fed or sustained by
what we choose and choose to consume.
Just because we CAN consume a substance doesn’t mean we should. There
are lots of choices that mask itself as sus-

By Shelia Bingham
Welcome to
the third of a
series of articles
on building your
immunity with
color, continuing
with the color,
“ORANGE”.
Our “Sacral”
region/chakra
(‘Sacrum' in
Latin means
'sacred'. Many
cultures believe
this bone is holy! It protects the precious
organs that create life), is represented
by the color, orange. The sacrum is a
bony “shield” shaped structure physically
located at the base of the spine and located between the root and solar plexus
chakras. Thus, it affects the reproductive organs and digestive tract. The sacral
chakra is closely related to the splenic
nervous center, which influences the
working of the spleen. The spleen functions as a blood cleanser. It also breaks
down the energy in food. Orange stimulates happiness, confidence, resourcefulness and helps remove inhibitions. Brings
joy to our workday, strengthens our immune system, and activates the body’s
own resistance, leaving no room for depression, pessimism, or fatigue. Orange is
considered “warm” and stimulating.
If there is dysfunction or imbalance in the
sacral region, you may experience the
following: ovarian & uterine problems,
phlegm, candida, eating disorders, substance abuse, impotence, frigidity, asthma, allergies, cramps, depression, gout,
stiffness, etc.
To build and maintain this area, try
consuming alkaline/calcium rich foods
such as fruits (tangerines, peaches, papayas, pumpkin, mangoes, persimmons, or-

tenance; meaning that it can and will
sustain us. A good example with the
physical foods that we consume may include processed, genetically modified
and/or sugary foods. Just because someone makes it and it is accessible, does
not mean that it will sustain us. In fact,
consistent access and over indulgence in
these types of foods leave us feeling tired
and breaks down our immune system.
Other things that we feed our soul include media. Just like with programming
and digitally modified messaging; just
because its accessible does not mean it is
good for on-going consumption. What is
good for the soul to consume should be
carefully vetted.
When we carefully vet or consider our
“daily bread”, the fact that we are only
truly given one day at a time that we
wake up to, we must be good stewards of
the substance we place in it. There are
common functions that for many include
basic provisions such as income, housing,
transportation, relationships, eating and
wellness. Even in these provisions we are
constantly making choices. In between
and around each of these basic provisions
lurk the influences and influencers often
found in the variety of media we consume. They tell us to do this. Buy this.
Eat this. Leave that. Wear that. Watch
this. Hate them. Love them. Change this.
Add that! Vetting MAKES us choose wisely
and not blindly accept what we feed our
souls. If you are what you eat and you
constantly consume unhealthy sound
bites and imagery, it may wear on the
soul just like processed, sugary and genetically modified foods over time do to
our immune system! Choose wisely, because the essence of who you are weighs
heavily in the balance!
Need more insights? Start the next
steps and/or next chapter of your journey
with Heather Hetheru, Personal Change
Coach. Let her 25+ years’ experience
helping others navigate the journey of
life through books, workshops, and 1-on-1
coaching work for you too. For more information visit
www.yourinspiredjourney.com or reach
out to heather@yourinspiredjourney.com.
Let the Journey Continue!

anges, nectarines, apricots, mandarins,
cape gooseberries, cantaloupe, etc.) and
vegetables (sweet potatoes, carrots, butternut squash, rutabagas, orange peppers, orange yams, etc.) Additional items
to assist in orange energy therapy are
orange gemstones/crystals (carnelian,
coral, orange calcite, goldstone, crocoite, etc.), an orange candle, orange
clothing, the musical note of “D”, orange
lens color therapy glasses, etc.
The ORANGE - Sacral Chakra bath salt,
created by Sensory Soothers, was created
to nourish the body and assist in building
the immune system by way of water,
which is the closest replication to being
in the womb, “Heaven”.
Dead Sea Salts, white in color, enhance cellular metabolism throughout the
body, therefore boosting the immune system. The minerals are absorbed into the
skin, then the bloodstream. Once in water, the salts create a process called reverse osmosis which pulls toxins from the
body, improves nerve function, reduces
inflammation, blood flow, oxygenation,
and muscle function. Dead Sea salt has
been shown to improve symptoms of muscle soreness, bruises, athletes’ foot, toenail fungus, chronic disease, chronic pain,
and respiratory ailments (asthma, allergies, bronchitis, sinus congestion, etc.) to
name a few!
The ORANGE - Sacral Chakra bath salt
was created with Dead Sea Salts
(extremely nutrient/mineral dense) and
100% pure essential oils. It is recommended for a morning bath to help you
get your day started. The essential oils
(orange, lemongrass & neroli) were used
to correspond to the specific frequencies
of the color Orange.
For products or more information, feel
free to contact:
heal_us_all@yahoo.com, (IG) healusall,
or (947) 333-1513.

